
House On Fire

“The Earth is what we all have in common.”
View from the property. 

Reforestation & Biological Station Project



Mission statement:

To become an agent of change in our 
community, inspiring conservation of our 
lands and waters of which all life depends.

View on Property



The problem

Human-driven and natural loss of 
trees—deforestation—affects 
wildlife, ecosystems, weather 
patterns, and even the climate.

 

The numbers are grim, but many conservationists see 
reasons for hope. A movement is under way to 
preserve existing forest ecosystems and restore lost 
tree cover. Deforestation, loss of ecosystems are one 
of the biggest threats our wildlife faces.
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https://news.nationalgeographic.com/2017/11/russ-mittermeier-global-wildlife-conservation/


The solution
House On Fire Nature Reserve is located on the 
Central Pacific of Costa Rica. The 174 acre 
property is designed to have an organic  farm, 
water well, solar power, biological station for 30 
students, water treatment plant, biodigester 
and much more.  All showcasing sustainable 
construction throughout.  Including a small 6 
home community taking care of a forest and 
proving endemic species can be brought back. 



The team
House On Fire made this project possible under very unique circumstances. 

Ale Naturalista 
Ale Naturalista is a 

licensed General Guide 
of Costa Rica with vast 

experience and 
knowledge of the 

country. 

Ray Blanco Alejandro Guzman

Ray Blanco is a VMA 
Nominated Producer, 

business owner in Costa 
Rica since 2005 and  

Founder of House On 
Fire

Sustainability Manager. 
Bachelor’s degree in 
Ecological Tourism 
Management from 

UTUR

Angie Karina  

Corporate Accountant 



House On Fire Nature Reserve aims to save exploited land. We begin by 
reforesting 174 acres nestled on the Central Pacific of Costa Rica above the small 
fishing village Esterillos. Variable topography overlooking the Pacific Ocean in 
one direction and surrounded by expansive rolling green forest in the other. The 
property consists of 132 farms woven together with beautiful brickstone roads, a 
distant memory from the previous plans of a gated community designed for 81 
homes. Making use of the infrastructure for our very own “Jurassic Park” style 
nature tours into the heart of Costa Rica’s forest and rivers.  The development 
according to the plan of the complex is made up of 429 agricultural plots of more 
than 700,000 m².  

Protecting the natural environment isn’t the whole story. HOFNR has considered 
the social, economic, and cultural impact as well. The property will include a 
visitor center, organic farm, staff living quarters and a biological station for 30 
students.  In addition, the property is designed with solar power, biodigestor, 
water treatment plant and much more all showcasing sustainable construction 
throughout. 



Click Play for a video 
tour of the property

House On Fire Nature Reserve 
offers substantial deforested 
areas that need to be 
reforested in order to reach the 
goal of becoming a reserve. 
While reforestation of the land 
is a big part of the objective, it 
is equally important to develop 
sustainable constructed 
projects using the previously 
deforested spaces.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1w_UoLK0F_LvZK3uPpag-07IBaVBnKz7J/preview


House On Fire Nature Reserve



Milestones  

Grand Opening  - January 2023

January 2022
Acquire the property &
Apply for permits & 
reforestation program

March 2022
Staff Living Quarters
Hydroponics System
GreenHouses & Road 
Repair

June 2022
Solar power System 
Water well
Welcome Center

July 2022
Biodigester System
Biological Center

October 2022
Prepare to open 
House On Fire 
Nature Reserve to 
the Public.Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec



The Plan 

Step 1
Make offer to acquire 
property and film 
House on Fire  sizzle 
reel.

Step 2
Pitch House On Fire 
to Networks & apply 
for reforestation 
programs.

Step 3
Film creation of 
House On Fire 
Nature Reserve and 
Open to the Public.



Featured Projects:

● Biodigestor System
● Biological Station for 30 Students
● Botanical Garden
● Butterfly Garden 
● Docuseries filming entirety
● Endangered Species (plants & 

animals)
● Greenhouses
● Sustainable Community 
● Organic Farm 
● Solar Energy
● Sustainable Tourism 
● Water Well System
● Welcome Center



Revenue streams 
to further fund 
House On Fire 
Foundation

From permits to permaculture, 
every detail has been considered 
and budgeted. 

Park Entry Fee
Guided Tours

Retreats

Agricultural Farming
Camping

Reforestation Program

House on Fire Docuseries
GoFundMe Campaigns

Merchandise



Budget Breakdown:

● 492K to secure the property. (Required 
ASAP to save from exploitation)

● 402K to build the school. 

The property was appraised in 2020 at 5.2 
million dollars. 

*NOTE* 
The House On Fire docuseries is a 
separate campaign raising an 
additional 850K- 3.3 Million Dollars. 





Be the change that you wish to 
see in the world.         

-Mahatma Gandhi


